Effect of a biomimetic titania mesoporous coating doped with Sr on the osteogenic activity.
Fabrication of titanium (Ti)-based biomedical implants with appropriate topography as well as capacity for drug delivery is highly pursued in the field of orthopedic and dental implants. In this study, a biomimetic mesoporous coating imbedded with strontium (MPs-Sr) is prepared by the high current anodization (HCA) and hydrothermal treatment (HT). This coating provides a more stable mechanical performance than the conventional nanotube arrays. The Sr loading is regulated by the HT reaction time and the Sr is released in a controllable manner from the MPs-Sr surface. The hydrophilic performance of MPs-Sr are significantly improved. Furthermore, it is showed that the attachment and spreading of preosteoblast MC3T3-E1 cells are significantly up-regulated by the nanoscale topology of MPs and the doped Sr. The improved collagen secretion and matrix mineralization levels of cells are closely related with the Sr release. The excellent osteogenic properties of MPs-Sr samples highlight their promising potential for use in clinical application.